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HIGHLIGHTER 
NATIONAL PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT RESEARCH DATASET (NPMRDS) – 

SPEED VALIDATION FOR TRAFFIC PERFORMANCE MEASURES 

 

OVERVIEW Traffic congestion is common in urban areas and is a main source for 
abated productivity (due to traffic delays) and increased imperil (due to the extended 
time in the vehicle). Moreover, the effects of traffic congestion on society include an 
increase in fuel consumption, pollution, and vehicle wear. The economic effect is a major 
burden for citizens and states alike. One solution to alleviate this problem is to increase 
state roadway and highway capacity. Doing so, however, is cost prohibitive. A preferable 
alternative is to better manage current roadway assets using intelligent traffic 
management systems, which improve traffic flow and reduce road congestion. These 
systems, however, require improved traffic performance measurements that deliver 
accurate insight about roadway and traffic conditions. 

 
RESULTS This study presents research detailing the use of the first version of the 
Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) National Performance Management 
Research Data Set (NPMRDS v.1) comprised of highway vehicle travel times used for 
computing performance measurements in the state of Oklahoma. The following figure 
shows National Highway System (NHS) roadways in Oklahoma and illustrates locations 
at which travel time data is captured, which includes average travel times divided into 
contiguous segments with travel time measured every 5 minutes. Travel times are also 
subsequently segregated into passenger vehicle travel time and freight travel time. 
Probe data is obtained from several sources including mobile phones, vehicles, 
embedded fleet systems, and portable navigation devices collected from participating 
drivers traveling along NHS roadways. 
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Data extraction, preprocessing, and statistical analysis were performed on the dataset and a comprehensive study of 
dataset characteristics, influencing variables, outliers and anomalies was conducted. In addition, a study on filtering 
and removing speed data outliers across multiple road segments was developed, and a comparative analysis of raw 
baseline speed data and cleansed data was performed. A method for improved congestion detection was investigated 
and developed. Identification and a computational comparison analysis of travel time reliability performance metrics 
for both raw and cleansed datasets was conducted, as illustrated below. An outlier removal framework was 
formulated, and a cleansed and complete version of NPMRDS v.1 was generated. Finally, a validation analysis on the 
cleansed dataset was presented. 

 

 
The research affirms that understanding domain-specific characteristics is vital for filtering data outliers and 
anomalies of this dataset, which in turn is key for calculating accurate performance measurements. Models serve as 
tools for validating, designing, and understanding the characteristics of travel time measurement systems. 
Recommendations for improving accuracy and alleviating data anomalies in the NPMRDS v.1 were reported. Research 
affirms careful consideration of system capture time granularity and segment length must be considered, as the 
interaction between the two—coupled with the speed of vehicles on the road—could result in generating anomalous 
data. Statistical analysis confirms that while summary statistics of data averaged over the course of a month is not 
highly effected by outliers, granular time periods are. Mean and variance statistics exhibited a difference of around 
3-5 mph when summarization was done over a period of one day. Finally, in regard to congestion detection, the 
effect of outlier removal was observed in the reduction of false-positive congestion rates for both the variance and 
thresholding detection methods. Also, the principle effect of outlier removal was found to be in relation to travel time 
reliability measures, such as travel time index, buffer time index, and planning time index. Thus, careful consideration 
for outlier removal must be done when computing these measurements. 

 
POTENTIAL BENEFITS Future ITS systems are expected to manage and resolve the arduous challenges of maintaining 
and improving roadway performance faced by today’s transportation engineers and agencies. This project can aid 
ODOT in its pursuit of systems incorporating intelligence, coupled with the ability to ingest highly heterogeneous 
data in real-time for performing various types of inferences (i.e., analysis, diagnosis, exploration, and predictions) that 
allow insight and knowledge to be extracted and optimal solutions to be employed. This solution will maximize 
existing transportation infrastructure capacity and improve efficiency. 
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